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The Mayor And City Council

KARA ESCAJEDA, CITY MANAGER

"This budget will raise more revenue from property taxes than last year's budget
by an amount of $235,070, which is a 22% percent increase from last year's
budget. The property tax revenue to be raised from new property added to the
tax roll this year is $172,408."

“Never doubt that a
small group of
thoughtful,
committed, citizens
can change the
world. Indeed, it is
the only thing that
ever has.”
― Margaret Mead

"A Great Place To Live"
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VISION STATEMENT
The Vision of Nolanville is to preserve our small-town atmosphere while preparing
for growth and future generations; to enhance the beautification of the city,
embrace the diversity of its people and improve the quality of life for our citizens.
We aspire to be

“A Great Place to Live.”

MISSON STATEMENT
Our mission is to promote the health, safety, and welfare of our citizens; add value to our
community by planning for the future, and encourage community involvement. Being
responsive to those we serve while always striving to improve the quality of life for our
citizens and enhance our dedication towards making the City of Nolanville

“A Great Place to Live.”
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BUDGET MESSAGE
Our annual budget results from the combined efforts of the City Council, Management, and Department Heads to allocate the City's financial
resources to meet municipal government functions, responsibilities, and goals established by the Nolanville Community in its
Comprehensive Plan. While the primary purpose of the budget is to maintain existing levels of service, the staff remains focused on adapting
capabilities to serve our rapidly growing community best.
The Comprehensive Plan was first drafted in 2015 when Nolanville residents began an
ongoing partnership with Texas Target Communities and ENDEAVR program students
from. Texas A&M University-College Station. The plan was updated in 2020 with more
in-depth illustrations of how a small City can dream big through steady incremental
improvement and a vision that can be communicated to the public. This document
links with the Comprehensive Plan to provide a financial blueprint to accomplish
objectives.

Challenges lie ahead regarding project implementation. Historic growth, inflation, and extreme weather conditions continue to create
unforeseen dynamics that have budget implications. These conditions are now a norm of the budget planning process and are mitigated
by accounting for contingencies in project budgets.

LAST YEAR'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The City completed its Complete Street Project along Avenue H and Mesquite Street. Avenue H was completely reconstructed with
dedicated bike lanes and sidewalks using a combination of Texas Department of Transportation Funding and with the 2020 Bond. Other
projects that closed out the 2020 Bond included emergency repairs on the Old Nolanville Road Bridge and road treatments for the
Woodlands Subdivision. Investing in this more established portion of town will reinforce that we are truly a community that cares by
prioritizing pedestrian safety, providing bus stops, installing dedicated bike lanes, and increasing walkability.
Nolanville Economic Development Corporation (NEDC) accomplished major milestones this year through the passage of several Project
Resolutions that will keep our momentum going. Wonderpass, the underpass of Interstate 14 on Main Street, began another iteration of
improvements with bridge treatments that included painting and programmable lighting. The planning for this began in 2018 with the
request for TxDOT to clean and paint the bridge as part of the I 14 expansion. Concurrently, the NEDC hired an engineer for construction
plans to coincide with the completion of the construction. The lighting was officially turned on July 4, 2022.
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BUDGET MESSAGE CONTINUED

The City was able to meet the demands for a surge in commercial and residential growth by streamlining
procedures through digital resources. Space was reclaimed as all departments conducted intensive
digital retention of documents. This prevents the need to add space to store paper and provides an easy
recall ability for open records requests and research. The City phone application was released and
provides the ability to better track progress on work orders and research common areas of concern.
These actions reflect our commitment to the Smart City concepts highlighted in our comprehensive
plan.
We continued to build on the quality of life in physical recreation and resource assistance.
Park elements installed during this year included a mini pitch soccer field and improved ADA access for
workout equipment around the track. Public restrooms and replacement playground equipment are on
order, but shipping times for these items are not expected until the next Fiscal Year.
Other Quality of Life highlights from this year included the Community Development Staff coordination
with Special Transit Services for our City's most vulnerable. This will save on operating costs for the
department and allow for additional focus on helping our community in other areas of need.
Public Works continued to process substandard buildings and also collaborated across departments for
the development of Neighborhood Empowerment Zones, which will provide a model for housing
inventory replacement with affordable models. The addition of capital equipment for road maintenance
the past year will impact our ability to do more in-house street repair for many years to come.
The Police Department secured numerous grants for safe neighbors initiatives. You can learn more
details in each department portion of the budget.
The last fiscal year was a big year for laying the framework for follow on projects that are part of our
highlights for the next budget year and long-term Capital Improvement Plan.
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BUDGET GOALS & HIGHLIGHTS
BUDGET
GOALS
HIGHLIGHTS
Inflation & Revenue Shifts
Inflation and revenue work together to test the limits of our forecast ability. On the surface, it may appear that
sales tax increases are working in our favor, but it is tough to forecast this category and the long-term impacts
of higher prices are unknown. Inflation dynamics create higher operational costs for the City and the need to
compensate staff so that they have the same quality of life that we strive to provide our Community.
Staffing
This year's budget focuses on building additional Public Safety capacity. Our first immediate need is to
incentivize staff to provide dual responsibilities in fire response to augment our fire response contract with
Central Bell County Fire & Rescue. The budget provides additional Cost of Labor Adjustments for all staff and
provides additional incentive pay for fire response. One other Officer is added to the Police Department, and a
Laborer is added to Public Works.

PLAN FOR INFLATION & SHIFTS
IN SALES TAX
Maintain a healthy reserve for
potential decrease of sales tax due
to inflation.

RETAIN/RECRUIT STAFFING
WITH MULTIPLE SKILL SETS
Pay and Incentives matched to
desired result.

CONTINUE TO PROGRESS
IMPROVEMENTS THROUGH
PHASING
Add 20% contingency to projects for
supply chain disruptions.

Project Management
Spur 439 Connectivity project is engineered and ready to progress the City to eventual "ownership" of the
COUNCIL OBJECTIVES
TXDOT road, as will the Old Nolanville Road Bridge project. Both projects seek to ensure the road is in optimal Council links projects during the
budget year to Goals and Objectives
condition before the City takes on maintenance. TXDOT will conduct its rehabilitation project in 2023/2024
established in the Comprehensive
and "turn back" the road for use as a residential collector. This will allow the City to prohibit heavy freight traffic Plan. .
and improve the Community's safety. In concert with these projects, NEDC will continue to shape our
recreational tourism plans for Nolan Creek by enhancing the area around the bridge and recruiting businesses
that complement the amenities it will bring Infrastructure Plans are detailed in the Capital Improvement Plan of
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this document.

Our Goals are established in the Comprehensive Plan and
remain relatively fixed from year to year.
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Council Objectives

Our Objectives are derived from the goals and action items listed within the plan. City Council selects and prioritizes objectives each
year, and the budget is the financial blueprint for accomplishing them. Below is an update on objectives.

Transportation

Position the City to respond to bridge
repairs. Emergency repairs complete;
received funding from KTMPO for the
pedestrian bridge and permanent
repairs.
Prioritize pedestrian and bike mobility
on Avenue H (also Goal #4 & #5: 4.1.2,
4.2.3, 5.2.1). Ave H was completed in
July 2022; 439 Spur and Avenue G are
next.
Quite Zone incorporated in future RR
siding improvements (2.1.2) 5th Street
crossing bid August 2022
Streetlights (6.1.1) City application
incorporates reporting street light
outages.
Monitor impact on 439 Spur regarding
heaving freight (2.1.1) TxDOT is
returning Spur to the City to remove as
truck route 2023/2024

Capital Construction
439 Spur

Facilities

Re-use or re-structure
existing buildings for
community facilities that
everyone can use.
Community Center used as a
Multi-use facility and Senior
Center (7.2.2) Smart Museum
Construction Plans are ready
for bid.

Energy Efficiency for City
Facilities. New windows
and programmable
thermostat, AC
replacement plan, and
interior lighting replaced in
City Hall.
Support free Clinic
Initiatives

Smart Museum
For All Ages

Housing

Maintain quality housing standards
in new and current homes to keep
Nolanville a great place to live.
Ensure affordable housing is
available (12.1.1, 15.2.1, 15.2.5) District Overlay Neighborhood
Empowerment Zone established
for the Woodlands.
Substandard Building Processes
are in place with over 20
abatements.
Elderly Assistance Community
Development with ENDEAVR is
established, and HOP
transportation is integrated.
Training for Council, Boards &
Commission

Neighborhood
Empowerment

Economic
Development

Land Banking
Vacant Lots (7.3.1) - Corner Main
Street
Vacant Building- Influence Project
Schedule (7.2.1, 7.3.2)
Wayfinding & Gateway Sign
Construction plans complete for
Gateway Sign
Develop logo and graphic design
elements, then promote (action 8.3.1)
Complete
Initiate neighborhood identity
campaign to engage community
members in forming an identity. Three
areas were installed this year: Ryan
Circle, The Ridges, and The
Woodlands.
Install artistic lighting that acts as a
landmark and gateway for the
community (Action 8.4.1) Completed
7.4.2022, follow on actions for
beautification for next FY
Smart City Initiatives- ENDEAVR
Project with Texas A&M

Nolan Creek
Enhancements

BUDGET PURPOSE
A budget is the translation of the City's future plans into financial terms. Adopting the budget
and the tax rate are two of the most critical processes for the City to go through each year.
The budget process is designed to give citizens the notice and impact of each action. The
process also includes an opportunity for people to speak to City Council about the budget
and the tax rate.

GENERAL FUND RESERVE
The General Fund is an unassigned spendable fund balance. The General Fund Restricted
Reserve today is currently maintained at a balance of $625,000, exceeding three months of
expenditures for emergencies, unforeseen events, and significant economic recessions. The
anticipated Unrestricted Reserve Balance at the start of FY 22-23 is $1,075,000.
At this time, there are no planned expenditures of the reserve to support next year's budget. There
are several capital projects anticipated during FY 22-23. due to the unpredictable inflation
experienced on certain construction materials, it may become necessary to program a transfer out
to complete projects through a budget amendment.
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GENERAL FUND REVENUES SUMMARY

The City’s General Fund receives revenue from several sources, with the top three being
ad valorem property tax, sales tax, and franchise fees. The graph below forecasts
percentage revenues from each category.
36
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PROPERTY TAX
Ad valorem tax is the largest revenue source in the General Fund. The ad valorem tax rate in
Nolanville comprises two components; Maintenance & Operations (M&O) and Interest and
Sinking (I&S). The M&O provides the revenue for the City's General Fund operations, while the
I&S provides revenue to pay the City's Debt Service obligations.
According to the 2022 certified tax roll, as of July 19, 2022, the total taxable value is
$413,105,595. New property and improvements added in 2022 totaled $38,822,003, with
$6783,328 exempt from the tax roll, largely due to state-required exemptions for disabled
veterans. Total State-mandated exemptions grew from $97,303,418 last year to $135,859,738
this year. The adjusted tax value is $379,691,128.
The total property tax rate is $.4441.
The two components of the total tax rate are broken down as follows:
M&O tax Rate $0.3405, totaling $1,282,633.
I&S Tax Rate is $0.1036, totaling $390,252.
These two components combine to make the fiscal year 2022-2023 property tax revenue
estimated to be $1,672,885. The chart in the margin shows a comparison of Nolanville's historical
tax rates. The illustration below demonstrates how to calculate the tax rate for the median-valued
home in Nolanville.:

Historic Tax Rates
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Appraisal
$255,017

Tax Rates
0.4441

Months

Annual Taxes
$1,132.53

$94.37

PROPERTY VALUE ANALYSIS
DV is an unfunded State
mandated exemption for
Disabled Veteran & Spouses
with 100% disability rating.
The total number of
households
with exemptions in 2022 is
339, with a total value
exempted at $120,020,357,
535% greater than the first
year of the mandate in 2016.

Tax Year

Original
Value

Adjusted
Value

25% INCREASE IN AVERAGE HOME VALUES SINCE
LAST YEAR
Percentage
Change

Amount
Collected

Percentage
Collected

DV 4
Exemption

Lost Revenue
DV 4
Exemption
Only

2022

584,183,208

373,112,261

N/A

N/A

N/A

$120,020,357

$535,010

2021

445,750,587

$325,551,517

16.5%

$1,451,171

96.38%

$82,505,067

$385,628

2020

372,633,092

$279,400,363

6.56%

$1,419,539

97.24%

$63,790,286

$338,279

2019

$353,045,275

$262,191,585

12.03%

$1,246,209

97.22%

$48,517,937

$250,158

2018

279,821,038

234,039,465

2.27%

$1,175,764

97.33%

$34,658,588

$182,373

2017

268,149,722

$228,839,002

16.14%

$1,097,833

97.33%

$24,710,418

$123,527

2016

224,438,357

$197,044,479

7.08%

$950,438

97.31%

$17,535,723

$88,000
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SALES TAX
Total sales tax collected is allocated in three ways; City of Nolanville Maintenance & Operations
General Fund (1%), Street Maintenance (.25%), and Economic Development (.25%). A separate
tax is imposed on mixed beverages.

Sales Tax accounts for the second greatest revenue source in the General Fund. FY 22-23
budget uses $951,055 (1% sales tax) as the budgeted number for sales tax revenue for the City’s
General Ledger. If necessary, the reserve is healthy enough to absorb a shortfall for short-term
disruptions in this revenue stream.
Street Maintenance (.25%) Fund uses $240,000 as projected revenue, while the Economic
Development Corporation (.25%) used $240,000 as a more conservative planning number.
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In addition to generating more
tax revenue per sales dollar,
taxes paid by small, local
businesses can help to lower
property tax rates and are
widely used to support
schools, parks, roads, and
other local programs that
benefit your friends, family, and
community.

2016-2022
SALES TAX REVENUE BY FISCAL YEAR

Sales tax is difficult to predict because many variables impact the amount. Sales tax revenue increased dramatically in 2017 due to
a significant annexation that included commercial properties on the periphery of the City. Due to changes in tax requirements for
online sales, we had another sizeable unforecasted revenue in FY 2018-2019. FY 2019-2020 amplified our use of product delivery
due to COVID-19 restrictions causing the revenue to exceed forecasts; this spilled over into the FY 2020-2021. FY 2021-2022, we
anticipated a potential decline in online sales given the absence of restrictions, but the exponential growth of the housing market
increased retail sales of construction materials. These dynamics are challenging to determine from comptroller reports, so this
analysis is purely from retrospectively looking at each year's conditions.
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REVENUE
Franchise Fees
The third largest revenue source in the General Fund is collected from franchise fees. Franchise fees
are collected for using the City’s rights-of-way by electric, gas, telephone, and other utility companies.
The fiscal year 2022-2023 franchise fee revenue is estimated to be $222,500, similar to last year’s
estimate.

Other Revenues
Other revenue sources include Permits and Municipal courts. Permits are issued before construction
and pay for the contracted cost associated with inspections to ensure safety and improve the quality
of life for the citizens of Nolanville. Municipal Court revenues are associated with citations issued
through the police department, animal services, and code enforcement. While the City does collect
money from citations issued by the police department, by law, a significant portion of each fine goes
to the State of Texas.

Economic Development Corporation (EDC) Type B
A .25% sales tax funds EDC. The funds may be spent on development projects and incentives that
create primary jobs and authorized projects. Examples of approved projects include those related to
recreation or community facilities. Note: Economic Development Fund is maintained separately from
the General Fund; however, their budget is included in the adoption of the City Budget Ordinance.
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Special Revenue Funds
Special Revenue Funds are dedicated funds with revenues intended to fund a specific purpose and are
restricted. This section includes a summary of these funds with their description.
Court Security Fund revenue can only be used to improve the security and safety of the Municipal
Court, including security personnel and security‐related training.
Court Technology Fund requires municipal court defendants of convicted misdemeanor offenses to
pay a fee. This fee can be used to maintain and improve technology at the Municipal Court, including (1)
computer systems; (2) computer networks; (3) computer hardware; (4) computer software; (5) imaging
systems; (6) electronic kiosks; (7) electronic ticket writers; and (8) docket management systems.
Crossing Guard Fund is generated from a court cost for parking violation convictions. Funds are
dedicated to operating the school crossing guard program.
Street Maintenance Fund is a dedicated .25% of city sales tax, and these revenues may be spent to
repair and maintain existing city streets and sidewalks. This fund must be voted on and approved every
four years. This fund was recently voted on and approved in the November 2021 election and will be
voted on again in the November 2025 election.
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GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES SUMMARY
The Budget includes an increase of $341,893 in General Fund expenditures from the previous fiscal year. $235,070
is from property tax ($172,408 is from new property added to the roll). The Budget lists the total General Fund
Expenditures at $2,769,767. The most notable increases were in the area of personnel.
The Budget accounts for a City employee salary increase of 7% to cover Cost of Living Allocation (COLA) and
benchmark pay adjustments for Police Officers. The City Staff (other than Police Department) does not have a merit
or step program increase; instead, the percentage of increase is determined annually to ensure that the City of
Nolanville retains valued employees and attracts quality talent. This year, Council focused on certification pay and
overtime for employees that become capable of performing fire fighting as an additional duty.

DEPARTMENTAL
BUDGETS

NOLANVILLE PERSONNEL OVERVIEW DATA
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NOLANVILLE PERSONNEL OVERVIEW DATA
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DEPARTMENTAL BUDGETS
INTERNAL
ASSETS
POLICE
PLANNING & ZONING
SPECIAL PROJECTS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CODE ENFORCEMENT
PUBLIC WORKS
STREETS & DRAINAGE
PARKS & RECREATION
ANIMAL CONTROL
ADMINISTRATION
FINANCE
COURT
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CONTRACT
SERVICES

The Municipal Building is located at 101 North 5th Street,
Nolanville, Texas, 76559. The hours of operation are 8:00
AM to 5:00 PM, Monday through Friday, excluding
holidays. All departments can be reached by phone at
(254) 698-6335. The City’s Website lists announcements
and department information at www.nolanvilletx.gov. The
City's email is cityhall@nolanvilletx.gov

TRASH
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE
FIRE
LEGAL
PLANNING
ENGINEER
CONSTRUCTION INSPECTIONS
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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DEPARTMENT BUDGET
MODIFICATION SUMMARY
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ADMINISTRATION
Department Description
The City of Nolanville Administration Department comprises the City Manager, City Secretary, Finance Director, and Administrative
Assistant. The department added a position for Community Outreach. This budget accounts for their salaries and all employee health
insurance and liability insurance for the City. It includes Professional Services such as City Planning, Engineering, Building Inspections,
and Legal.

Expenditures

There are no personnel changes to
administration except for the shared use of
the new outreach coordinator. This position
has proven to be important in public affairs,
including promoting Keep Nolanville
Beautiful activities. The NEDC will share in
the salary for this position for continuity in
messaging and a synergistic approach to all
community events.
The department continues to maximize
digital processes for improved customer
service, reduce the need for additional
personnel, and recapture physical space
used for paper retention.
Additionally, the 'My Nolanville Application' broadens its usefulness by providing measurable results for customer
service requests. Our goal is to use these analytics to serve the community better.

INFLATION CONSIDERATIONS
Aside from rising fuel costs during the last year, liability insurance was an expenditure category
forecasted to rise.
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MUNICIPAL COURT
Department Description
Municipal Court duties include Processing, Traffic Citations, Parking Tickets, Class C Misdemeanors, Animal Control
Violations, Code Enforcement Violations, and other City Ordinance Violations. The Court Clerk serves as the administrative
side of the Municipal Court. The responsibilities of the Court Clerk include collecting assessed fines and fees, docketing
cases for efficient adjudication, processing filed complaints on time and accurately, and responding courteously to requests
for information from the public. The Municipal Court provides all persons the right to trial by judge or jury and follows the
procedures set forth under Texas law. The department is supervised by the Administration - City Secretary.

Expenditures
The Municipal Court Personnel Expenditures change slightly
to adjust for technology charges related to financial
management software subscription increases.
Judges' compensation under Professional Services is
increased to allow the associate judge to preside over special
cases such as dangerous animals and substandard buildings.
Court operations were moved to City hall without issue, which
freed up space in the community center for rental and
recreation purposes.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Department Description
Under the City Charter, the Police Department is charged with preserving the peace, protecting life and property, and enforcing
the local, state, and federal statutes. The Nolanville Police Department is a full-service, community law enforcement agency. To
accomplish all tasks assigned to the Police Department, the organization is divided into three functional areas: Administration,
Operations (Patrol), and Support Services, which includes full-time/part-time personnel and volunteers.

Expenditures
The department salary budget is increased
to absorb the overhire from last year. The
capital budget remains at the same amount
to add a vehicle to the fleet.
Improvements to City Hall, including the
parking area, were put on hold due to
inflation. The shade structure and parking
area will increase the life of the electronics in
the vehicles and create a safer environment
for the police officers when they enter and
leave the vehicles. Solar power is mounted
on the canopy, with backup generation for
the Emergency Operations Center (EOC). We
will continue to look for funding
opportunities to complete this project.

GRANTS

1. The Nolanville Police Department received the Project Safe Neighborhoods grant for $21,808.
With the funds, we purchased the Advanced Pole Camera that is currently used at the park. We
also purchased the two fixed Automated License Plate readers.
2. The Nolanville Police Department received the BJA Criminal Justice Grant for $66,340. The
funds were used to purchase the 2021 Hybrid Explorer patrol unit with all new equipment.
3. The Nolanville Police Department received the Rifle Protection Body Armor Grant for $8,400.
The funds were used to purchase new rifle-resistant body armor for all officers. These vests
have a 10-year warranty.
Total: $96,548
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ROTATING MESSAGE BOARD
Radar sign mounted on the
reverse side with
positive/negative
reinforcement statements.
PD collects statistics, and
Council is then briefed on
those results
Placement is complaint
driven
Desired result:
Neighborhood
awareness and
deterrence.
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PUBLIC WORKS
Department Description
The Public Works Department comprises several functions, including Code Enforcement, Animal Services, Building
Compliance, Storm Water Drainage, Permitting, Streets, and Parks & Recreation. Public Works is also responsible for street
repairs, cleaning storm drains, mowing City property, and maintaining city street signs. It is Public Works’ goal to provide quality
services to help meet the needs of our unique and growing community while ensuring the safety of Nolanville citizens. This is
accomplished through careful review and input regarding all permit applications, checking for compliance with all ordinances
and local codes, and inspection of all construction work done in Nolanville.

Expenditures
The Public Works expenditures are primarily
dedicated to the continued implementation of
the 7-year Road Maintenance Plan. A copy can
be viewed on the City website under “Stay
Current.”
This year an additional $25,000 was added to
keep pace with the additional roads added by
subdivisions.
The number of building permits has increased
exponentially this year (see chart). The
department successfully absorbed the increased
workload by implementing digital processes.
Most of the utilities associated with facilities will
be grouped into a dedicated operating budget.
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PUBLIC WORKS

Trends in permits and tax valuation
show we will have exponential growth.

SCHEDULE OF
CAPITAL
OUTLAYS BY
DEPARTMENT

CAPITAL OUTLAY BY DEPARTMENT
General Fund Capital Replacement Program
Past strategies have included allocating
unforecasted revenue to projects as they become
available.
General Fund Capital Improvements are needed to
avoid critical shortfalls in Department’s Capital
Equipment, fund new equipment (such as fire
safety), maintain facilities, and continue to
progress on street conditions.

CAPITAL OUTLAY BY DEPARTMENT
Capital Expenditure History

Capital Outlay Strategy
Renovate JW Sims Community Center to
provide access to digital resources.
Expand to allow for future social distancing
requirements.
Relocate Court to Municipal Building.
Incremental Improvements to City Hall.
Prioritize Secure Parking.
(This item would require an amendment to the
budget.)
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DEBT
SERVICE

GENERAL FUND DEBT SERVICE
The City's outstanding indebtedness will be $ 2,425,000 as of October 1, 2022. Interest and Sinking (I&S) is collected
from property tax revenue and pays the current debt's principal, interest, and fees. The I&S component for FY 2223 is $0.1036 per $100 of assessed valuation.
In September 2016, the City
consolidated the 2007 Series Bond
and 2012 Certificate of Obligation to
take advantage of low-interest rates
and secured a 1.73% refinanced bond
with Chase.
Council approved a seven-year Tax
Note at 2.07% from BBT in March 2017
to complete several road repair and
drainage issues.
Council approved bond financing for
capital improvement projects in July
2020 for $1.5 mil at 1.68% for 15 years
(Callable) for Capital Infrastructure
Improvements.

TOTAL FY 2022-2023 Payment: $390,298

Payment FY 21-22: $396,564 Payment FY 20-21: $397,736; Payment FY 19-20: $282,868
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DEBT SERVICE TIMELINE
This Fiscal Year a Bond Committee proposed prioritizing projects for a Bond Election in 2024.
The timing for the issue of new debt will coincide with the retirement of the 7-year note and Refinance Bond.

Comparisons
These graphs show how Nolanville compares
against similarly populated entities in general obligation
outstanding and general obligation per capita.
Source:
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(2020 comparison, the last year the City of Nolanville issued Debt)

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
NOLANVILLE’S ROADMAP
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
WHAT IS A CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PROJECT?
Construction, major maintenance, and
improvement projects.
Infrastructure upgrades and replacement
Capital Improvement Plan: A 5 to 10-Year Plan
It is updated annually – Not “One and Done.”
Council approves it
Future Capital Improvement Projects
The Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) addresses Nolanville’s long-term needs in street repairs, drainage improvements, parks, and
other public utilities and facilities. These projects are typically scheduled over several years to address the City’s ability to pay for
the improvements. Capital Improvement Projects are relatively expensive and non-recurring; periodically, these improvements
are financed with Bonds or Certificates of Obligation.

Capital Infrastructure
Major infrastructure improvements are accomplished using different
sources of funding. The Street Maintenance Fund, funded by a 1/4% sales
tax, the vote to approve this tax for an additional four years was successful in
2021. Grants from the Killeen Temple Metropolitan Planning Organization
(KTMPO) and the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) are another
funding source. A call for projects occurs every 2-3 years. Community
Development Block Grants and other Federal/State grants are sometimes
available for these projects. Ideally, future budgets will provide a provision
to save for matching fund requirements, engineering, and other
professional services involving project call submissions. This will ensure the
City is postured to receive grant awards by preparing projects to be “shovel
ready” and to request adequate funding through the detailed opinion of
probable cost (OPC).
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN COUNCIL PRIORITIES/PROJECT LIST
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
Bond 2020 Accomplishments
A combination of these resources were used to fund the
engineering and construction for the “Nolanville Park
Connectivity Project” completed in August 2022. The work
extended from Avenue H at 10th Street, down Mesquite,
and ended at Monarch Park. Total construction costs were
$1,558,802, TxDOT funded 80% of the amount, and the
City matched 20% using the Street Maintenance Fund.
Engineering was partially funded by the 2020 Certificate of
Obligation (COO).
The 2020 COO allowed the City to maximize the
construction mobilization to improve mobility on the
Northeast side of Nolanville. A separate contract was let by
the City to complete the rest of Avenue H reconstruction
from Mesquite to Jackrabbit, which also included scope to
provide emergency repairs to Old Nolanville Road.
Surveys on the East and West Tributary were performed to
assist in engineering plans to improve the ditch and
detention pond on 10th Street and evaluate remedies for
the low water crossing at Mac’s Mobile Home Park near
Avenue I.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
The Woodlands (formerly The Plaza) & Neighborhood
Empowerment Zone (NEZ)
Reconstruction of Ash, Birch, Cedar, and East Dogwood was completed
in June 2022, using mixed funding from Bond 2020 funds, Public Works
operating budget, and Street Sales Tax. The remaining streets in the
Woodlands, Fir, Live Oak, Pine, and Willow, received chip seal
treatments. The total investment for this construction was $750,070.
Sales tax allocated for street maintenance will be used to incrementally
reconstruct the remaining streets or collectively with a future Bond.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN- TRANSPORTATION
Future Transportation Projects
Objectives:
Remove heavy freight traffic from the Spur (Comprehensive
Plan: Monitor impact on 439 Spur regarding heavy freight (2.1.1).
Once projects 1 and 2 are completed below, TXDOT will
rehabilitate the Spur and hand over ownership to the City. The
City will then be responsible for future maintenance. In return,
the City will be able to determine the appropriate speed and
prohibit heavy freight traffic from using it as a truck route. The
anticipated completion for this objective is 2024.
Ensure timely and safe access for public safety access. All the
projects on the list support better mobility and access to all parts
of the City Limits.
Priorities for future project calls within the next five years
include:
1. Spur FM 439 Multi-use trail from North Main Street to South
Main Street along Spur (80% funded by KTMPO/TXDOT for
2022). (Comprehensive Plan: Prioritize pedestrian and bike
mobility (Goal #4 & #5: 4.1.2, 4.2.3, 5.2.1))
2. Old Nolanville Road and Bridge to Highway 190/Interstate 14
(80% funded by KTMPO/TXDOT for 2022).
3. Class II Bicycle Lanes (shoulders for emergencies) on Pleasant
Hill.
4. Roadway Connection between Warrior’s Path and FM 439.
5. Private Road at Jackrabbit for Truck Traffic Route to FM 439.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN- TRANSPORTATION
Future Transportation Projects Continued:
Transportation Capital projects that may be considered for future bond issues included in a combined
infrastructure improvement package with facility needs are:
1. Match requirements for funded transportation projects.
2. Railroad Safety Improvements (Comprehensive Plan: Quiet Zone incorporated into future RR siding improvements
(2.1.2))- Quiet zone requirements for railroad crossings at Jackrabbit and Pleasant Hill. These priorities would improve
safety by leveling tracks and widening roads as needed. If grant funding from an alternative source becomes
available, it will be allocated towards moving train siding to the East to prevent prolonged blocking from trains passing
and an automated switch to prevent potential train collisions.
3. Drainage improvements as recommended by the Regional Flood Plain Study.
4. Trail construction.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLANTRANSPORTATION
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN- GREENWAYS
The City obtained a Community Park Grant from Texas Parks and Wildlife (TPW) to add bathrooms and a pavilion for
Monarch Park, Monarch Park Grant III. The Parks capital equipment budget was raised to provide for the 50% match;
the total project amount is $300,000. The priorities for this grant include public restrooms and a pavilion.
An application for park amenities for Fox Park on 10th Street was submitted in August 2022. If successful, the park will
host a state-of-the-art skate park with all-inclusive areas that suit all skill levels, an obstacle course, and additional
playground equipment. Other Park improvements on the horizon will be a shared sports field park at Old Nolanville
Road in cooperation with the school district and a neighborhood park at Wildwood Estates. These two areas may be
candidates for inclusion in the next bond issue.
The City's pursuit of a recreational grant application for trail improvements along Wildwood Estates and Nolan Creek
was put on hold temporarily due to needed land acquisition and progress on awarded KTMPO projects that
complement the connections that will be made when completed. Applications for this are due in February each year;
preliminary engineering and application administration will be necessary to compete for engineering for these
elements and land acquisition.
Wildwood Trail
Pecan Park
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN- FACILITIES
Facilities
The City maintains a repurposed school building as the location for municipal
operations. Since 2015, incremental improvements have been made, such as AC
replacement, room-by-room renovations, and roof repairs. Engineering was
completed to expand the Police Parking Lot for capacity and security. Elements
completed last fiscal year with unforecasted revenue included window replacement,
wood siding replacement, mortar repair, and exterior painting for $75,000. Funds
originally earmarked for City Hall improvements were reallocated to the Economic
Development Corporations Project for Underpass Lighting at Main Street due to
inflation increases experienced since the original opinion of probable cost.
JW Sims Community Center will receive a much-needed renovation with help from
the American Rescue Act Funding. This will provide additional space for future social
distancing requirements, resource library, and other community enrichment
components. The expansion will also keep emergency shelter needs in mind and
demonstrate sustainable building practices. The Municipal Court was relocated to
Municipal Building to provide more programming space for community outreach.
Approximately $1 million from American Rescue Program is allocated towards the
renovation; the contract is let for August 2022. The expansion for a larger events
center will also be a candidate for future bond issues.
Mary Marie Multi-use Facility is the next priority for expansion to allow for indoor sports
and recreational activities. Adding to the facility would allow the Boys & Girls Club of
America to add programs for teenage children. Additionally, Senior programming for
indoor fitness or Senior centers could be programmed into community outreach. A
provision for funding is not yet identified, but a special focus on grant opportunities will
continue.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN- FACILITIES
Public Safety
There are 850 additional rooftops expected on our southern side of Interstate 14, and the rate of building is
like none we have ever seen. Nolanville Elementary School is scheduled to expand its footprint with a new
facility at the end of 2024.
Given the Railroad blocking access for extended amounts of time (sometimes up to 50 minutes), it is in the
best interest of the community for the City to have a Public Safety Annex on the Southside. Land acquisition
will be coordinated with the school district or developers in that area with a goal of implementation in 2025.
In the meantime, funding sources will be identified through State/Federal grants, and plans will include this
asset in the next bond issue. Meanwhile, Capital Equipment was acquired with ARPA funding to prepare
City-owned assets for fire response versus relying solely on a contracted volunteer force.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN- PROVISION
Future provisions will consider an additional Tax Note, COO, or Bond between 2024-2027. This is when
previous debts will retire, and the likelihood of grant assistance will be known for the next improvement
opportunity. In preparation for already funded transportation projects, preliminary engineering is prioritized
using a portion of the Sales Tax Street Maintenance Fund and Public Works, street operational budget, for
the match. Due to inflation, since funding was awarded, financing the match for the TxDOT State
Infrastructure Bank may be necessary, which offers short-term, low-interest loans for small municipals to
complete projects.
Provisions for the park, recreation facilities, and trail capital improvements are budgeted annually in the
Maintenance & Operations line for the park and prioritized by the City’s Comprehensive Plan. This year
Building Facilities will have its budgeting department to track maintenance activity and utility costs.
Master Park Planning is the focus for this budget year in preparation for submission to Texas Parks &
Wildlife for a Local Non-Urban Outdoor Recreation grant next year that can be divided amongst
noncontiguous park areas. Trails grant for Nolan Creek Trail will be pursued in February 2023. The indoor
facility for non-urban recreation is new, and the City is standing by to learn the criteria for this program.
In conclusion, there is a shortfall in future planning for capital projects and equipment largely due to Stateimposed caps on the tax rates and State mandated (unfunded) exemptions. This makes allocating a
portion of the general fund towards the capital improvement plan impossible, compromising our ability to
respond to disaster and critical equipment failures. The rising cost related to preparing these plans from
land acquisition, geotechnical and land surveys, and engineering is outpacing the confines of the tax rate
restriction. Given the growth rate and approximate 1/3 of new properties that are added each year that are
exempt from taxes, it may be necessary to plan for an election to raise the rate past the State’s defined
“Voter Approval Rate” to provide adequate Public Safety response or at the very least opt for the Di Minimis
rate which allows small Cities to raise the rate enough for $500,000 added revenue.
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